NEW ACTIVE GUARD/RESERVE (AGR) MANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NATIONAL GUARD

CHAPTER I THE AGR FORCE IN THE NATIONAL GUARD
The purpose of this research paper is to determine the most appropriate AGR mix in unit manning models for the Army National Guard in its new expanded role in the Total Force. 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF AGR PROGRAMS
The integral role of the Reserves in our Nation's security is often misinterpreted. Under the Ttal Force Policy, the National Guard and Reserve forces will be used as the initial and primary augmentation of t.,e Active Forces in the event of mobilization. In many instances, the Active The RCSS reported no significant differences between the cost of AC military in a full-time support role and the civilian MT force. For the first time, and at the direction of the statement of the managers in last year's conference report on the Defense authorization legislation, there is a separate authorization for Reserve component members serving on full-time active duty for the purpose of organizing, administering, recruiting, instruction, or training the reserve forces. The category essentially encompasses all full-time support personnel of the Reserve components who are paid from reserve appropriations. It does it include civilians providing lull-time support.
AGR Growth
The phenomenal growth of AGR personnel strength from 1980 to 1988 has resulted in a force that makes it possible to fulfill commitments and give credibility to deterrence.
As the Honorable Edwin Meese III, U.S. Attorney General, stated recently "Today, as perhaps never before in a peace time situation, the National Guard is manned, equipped, trained and counted on as an integral and vital part of our total military force". 1 2 Since the beginning of the AGR Full-Time Manning program the AGR force in the National Guard has grown to over 25,129 for the Army National Guard (ARNG) and 7,631 for the Air National Guard (ANG). The 12. "What They Said", National Guard, December 1987, p.22.
Larry Carney, "Active Guard Reserve to ADD 1,585
Positions", Army Times, 25 Jan. 1988, p. 1 8 .
14. Lavern E. Weber LTG. As a result of a Roland Battalion Table 2 Full-Time Manpower Space Requirements rather than E-5; 16G personnel in Roland squads: 27 E-6
squad leaders rather than E-5; 27 E-5 senior gunners rather than E-4 and 27 E-5 gunner/drivers rather than E-4. The
Roland systems mechanics were also upgraded from E-7 for the seven (7) Roland mechanics in each battery for a total of six E-8s and 21 E-7s in the three firing batteries of the Table 3 will be found at appendix. -Hawk system is in fact technologically demanding and maintenance intensive.
E,DNOTE S
-Mission dictated level of training expertise and system complexity is a critical FTM determinate.
-Given the assigned RDF mission, the degree of risk to the mission can be measured by the levels of personnel training and mission-critical equipment readiness.
During the WG discussion at FT. Bliss, third and forth alternatives/recommendations were presented to NGB for consideration:
8 -Alternative 1-Recognized requirements at "minimum acceptable" 58% level (324 positions).
-Alternative 2-Recognized requirements at "Preferred" 80% level (446 positions). The final recommendation from the WG was to go with alternative :, manning requirements at 53.6% (284 AGR, 1EMT positions). The rational behind the selection was: 9
-Continued adamant opposition to lower levels of manning.
-Probable recommendation from fielding agency to terminate Hawk to the Guard if manning level was not increased.
-Provides minimum manpower impact consistent with modified FTUS criteria.
-Will permit fielding of majority of Hawk specific personnel from full-time personnel and provide the nucleus for round-out by the M-day soldier.
-Will provide means to establish experiential data from which increases or decreases to manning levels may be made as appropriate.
In early January 1986, the NMARNG requested additional TRA NING NCO3' E4 ARMORER 76Y10 3 * Unit Training Officer and NCO MTOE positions will be designated by the unit commander and reported through channels to NGB-ARM-R for documentation.
S3 Officer requirement may be filled by XO; in that case, the S1 requirement will he filled by the Assistant S3.
** S4 required as PBO only when Battalion is not supported
by Automated SupPly System. -Exceptions will not exceed 10% of the total FTS positions on the unit staffing guide or one position per unit whichever is greater.
-Requests for exceptions in excess of 10% will require HQDA (ODCSOPS) approval and will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 
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